Monu and Monuriki
Castaway

S

unday 22nd November 2020
FREE, we are FREEEE at last, released from
the restraints of boat maintenance we can once
again begin to sail the high sea’s.
After finishing our refit period in Vuda Marina we
moved north to Lautoka for final provisioning but more
importantly to check out the river here as a possible
cyclone shelter. It looks like we could get tucked away
in here pretty good so can now go cruising knowing
where to run should a storm form out there
somewhere to the west of us.
It’s Sunday so we allow ourselves a slow start today
and at about 9am we motored out of the anchorage
on a dead flat sea and pointed the bows of our noble
little vessel towards the west.
The plan was to visit the Yasawa Group of islands.
They are relatively close to our chosen cyclone hole
in Lautoka so we could run and hide should the need
arise, all the time keeping our fingers crossed that it
would be a very quiet season.
Just 3 hours later we anchored on the east side of
Monu Island at 17˚35.825’ S 177˚2.847’ E

Normally Monu Island would be crowded with day
trippers enjoying its beautiful exotic palm lined beach but
not today as the Covid -19 has destroyed tourism here in
Fiji leaving these amazing spots for cruisers like us.

The tiny speck of white beside the island on the right is
the O2 anchored in 30 meters of water very close to the
shoreline of Monu Island. 17˚35.765’ S 177˚2.854’ E
Shortly after lunch Ofelia and I decided to break the ice
“figuratively speaking of course” (theres no ice here in
Fiji, its hotter than hell) and do our first dive of the voyage
right from the back of the O2. I wanted to check out what
I thought would be a pretty interesting wall being that we
are anchored so close to shore and were still in 30
meters of water.
Well it turns out our first dive was a bit of a
disappointment as it ended up being a sharply shallowing
sand bank with a small very uninteresting wall in close to
shore also the water was very silty and only about 16
meters of visibility which surprised me as the conditions
were so calm.
Never the less it got us back into the routine of diving
again and I did shoot a couple of macro shots.

A Horse Shoe coral close up

The texture of a Blanche de Mer “Sea Slug”

Two different macro levels of a hard coral

Close up detail of a Brain Coral

N

ovember 23rd
A tad uncomfortable last night as breeze came up
from the SSE and swept across open water
towards the O2 allowing for a little swell to build so at
8am we picked up anchor and motored in between Motu
Island and Monuriki .
We found good shelter between the two islands at
17˚36.346’ S and 177˚1.983’ E in 25 meters of water.
For now at least it's really comfortable lets see what the
weather does today.
Now it was time to go pay a visit to Monuriki and walk
the beautiful sand beach where I’m told (for you movie
buffs out there) they filmed the Tom Hanks movie
“Castaway”.

Monuriki Island

A bit of a surge complicated the beach approach but we
managed it without getting completely pummeled
although my camera bag managed to get a decent salt
water wash down.

Monuriki beach approach

Monu Island from Monuriki

Surrounded by turquoise water you can see why
Monuriki makes such a good movie set

B

eing that it was so stinking hot on the beach we didn’t
stay for long and anyway I was looking forward to
doing another dive.

Back on the O2 I set up Arturo “the underwater camera”
with macro and Ofelia and I jumped in the water swimming
over towards the coast where it shallowed a bit before we
descended onto the reef.
Not such a good dive here either unfortunately and we are
missing Moala Island for sure. We hunted for tiny fish and
coral detail hoping to find something extraordinary. It didn’t
happen today but tomorrows another day and we will
continue the adventure towards the north.

A beautiful little coral with orange magenta and green.
If you look hard enough you can always find a macro
shot.

A tiny goby hides on wire coral

I think this is a variation of a Chromos but not sure.

A small Toby
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ovember 24th
we decided to move anchorage this morning just a
few hundred meters to the beach front at Monuriki
and what a nice spot to spend the day. We do have to be
aware though that if the weather changes we will need to
leave as its wide open to all sorts of sea swells.

The anchorage at Monuriki and you can see it’s a pretty
open anchorage. For now though it’s beautiful.

Of course we went for a dive again today, Its the only way to
escape the heat. We found a nice little reef at the east end of
Monuriki with plenty of very pretty corals. One black tip shark
came in for a peek but soon moseyed on to more interesting
activities. I was left with my macro lens searching for tiny
critters.

Wrasse

Oriental Wrasse

Anemone tentacles

About the size of a pencil sharpener a very close up
photo of coral polyps.

An always favorite. A clownfish in the tentacles of an
anemone
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ovember 25th
Another very still day today. Not a breath of wind
and the heat sending the mercury shooting
north. No better way to deal with that than to go for a
dive.
This time we went to the south side of Monuriki on a
little wall that dropped from about 5 down to 18 meters.
A few corals but nothing terribly interesting and after
scouring the reef for 11/2 hours I came up with very
few photo’s, Bummer!!!! Still we got wet, cooled off
and blew a few bubbles.

Yellow spotted box fish.

Purple tipped anemone tentacles.

Saber Squirrelfish

At 3pm I decided I was going to jump in the water again but
this time right behind the boat.
Down I went with the macro lens once more searching for
little critters.
Well wouldn't you know it a turtle swam right up to me today.
This is when I need my wide angle lens and here I am with
macro, my timing sucks.
I wasn’t going to lose the opportunity though so I waited until
the little fellow had finished sizing me up and moved on
about his business which is when I managed a couple of
parting shots.
Don't judge me too harshly on the results, it was after-all a
macro lens I was armed with.

A parting shot as he moves away. Too bad I didn't have
my wide angle lens.

My new mate leaving to continue his day after stopping to
say g’day.

Bubble coral

I came back out of the water at about 5pm, a breeze had
sprung up from the north but the anchorage was still quite
comfortable and conditions seemed stable.
I guess we’ll stay another night.
Before quitting for the day though I’m going to send up the
drone for another shot off spectacular Monu Island.

There is a flight altitude restriction here so I can only
go to 150 meters consequently this is a 9 shot
panorama of Monu Island looking north towards the
Yasawa Group.

It’s 10pm and the rest of the crew are down below resting
after a hard days play.
On a darkened ship with cup of Milo in hand I step out onto
the back deck of the O2 to embrace the night.
There’s a warm dry breeze from the NE over the
anchorage which is creating an ever so slight movement.
A gentle reminder that we are still at sea.
The breeze swings the stern towards Monuriki and there,
its outline is silhouetted against a moon lit sky.
I see the black shape of palm tree’s swaying in the breeze
and the silvery line of sand reflecting the pale moon light.
The beach ends in an ever shifting line of white foam
between land and sea as small waves rumble ashore.
The monstrous shape of the islands rocky heights towers
above me like some kind of prehistoric creature rising from
the depths.
Theres no sound but for the surf rolling up the beach and
the slap of small waves against the hull of the O2.
I thought to myself, Self I thought, what a lucky little
Vegemite you are.
Good night Ocean Soldiers. Let's see what surprises
tomorrow brings.
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ovember 26th
Well tomorrow started early as it so often does on
boats and at half past midnight we were rolling
considerably as the O2 sat beam on to an uncomfortable
swell due to a NE breeze and tidal current working
together to make our life miserable.
With every wave we tugged hard at the anchor chain
threatening to dislodge the only thing holding us in place
and keeping us away from the rocks just a few meters aft.
I decided it was time to make a move.
This is not something I enjoyed doing at night particularly
around the reefs of Fiji but I had a pretty good idea of our
surroundings so we lifted anchor and motored over to a lee
off Yanuya Island. A short 30 minutes later we dropped
anchor in 70 feet of water on a flat calm ocean. for those
interested here is the lat long. 17˚35.521” S 177˚3.203 E
Now if only the wind will stay from the same direction for
the rest of the night.
Lucky for us it did and I managed to get a few hours of
uninterrupted sleep, Hallelujah.
We had heard through the web that Australia was now
giving concessions to vessels that wished to escape the
Pacific Cyclone season and it sounder like it might be a
solution for us but to achieve the related permissions we
really needed good internet.
That being decided we chose to head to our old hangout
Mana Island just a few miles south and work through the
application process.
I guess that means we can close another chapter of “The
adventures of O2” but don’t you worry, where one
adventure ends, another begins.
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